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DEAR CUSTOMER, COLLEAGUE,  
AND BUSINESS ASSOCIATE,

You especially know that non-ferrous metals move the world. 
None of today’s industrial sectors would exist without these 
valuable materials. They are essential for products we use 
every day such as smartphones, tablets, and computers.

Yet you are also acutely aware of how prices for almost all metals 
have come under pressure in recent years. That’s why you need 
competitive solutions to ensure you stand out from the crowd.

However, the current situation also offers new chances, both for 
you and for us. To leverage these opportunities, SMS and Mettop 
have formed a joint venture. Named PolyMet Solutions GmbH 
(PolyMet Solutions), the company is dedicated to customers in the 
non-ferrous metals industry. Its mission? To create innovative and 
highly profitable solutions for the metals production industry. The 
focus is on the primary pyrometallurgical process route, which 
produces metals from ore or concentrates. This is followed by a 
secondary route, which mainly processes metals from secondary 
sources.

Together, Mettop and SMS are perfectly positioned to supply 
equipment for the complete process route. Integral parts are the 
overall design of refractories in 3D, engineering, equipment supply, 
and commissioning. The provided services start with raw materi-
als and smelting metallurgy and continue through to shaping and 
finishing.

Established as a global player, SMS group specializes in executing 
challenging projects. Mettop is first choice for innovative elements 
such as a new safe cooling system (ILTEC Technology), new elec-
trolysis (METTOP-BRX Technology) or modern refractory engineer-
ing. SMS group is well known for quality equipment as well as for 
professional, on-time and on-budget project implementation. We 
also support you with project financing.

Your success is our motivation. As a system supplier with close-
ly integrated companies and departments, our group delivers  
future-oriented overall solutions. Key here is the exact definition 
of your processes. That enables us to design the right furnace, 
refractory lining, and cooling strategy for your needs.

PolyMet Solutions is highly specialized in these disciplines and 
boosts your profits to ensure the best and fastest possible return 
on investment. We are looking forward to working with you.

       Dr. Andreas Filzwieser                    Dr. Rolf Degel

EDITORIAL
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Defi nition of polymet

COPPER

ANODE CASTING

Polymetallic ore is a mineral con-
taining more than two metals. We 
at PolyMet Solutions devise the 
most efficient way to recover these 
metals profitably. That involves 
processing the non-ferrous metals. 

Non-ferrous metals

Base metals Precious metals Other metals

Copper, lead, nickel, zinc, tin, ... Gold, silver, platinum, palladium, ... Cobald, molybdenum, tungsten,
vanadium, ...

You can see a summary of the 
various materials below. “Poly” 
means multiple, or more than one 
way. Numerous methods have been 
developed and applied to extract 
these metals. Certainly, more will 

be found in the future. The choice of 
the best process depends on various 
factors such as location, available 
raw materials, energy and raw 
material prices, closeness to markets, 
transportation costs, and more.



Primary production Secondary production PolyMet Solutions fields of expertise

Copper, nickel

- Strong process competencies in primary 
concentrate smelting with PolySmelt

- Improved solutions for conventional  
primary smelters

- PolyConvert for efficient  
conversion to blister copper

- PolyRefine optimized vessel
- Accurate anode casting technology
- Advanced tankhouse technology by Mettop
- 3D refractory engineering
- Refractory lining and quality concept
- Refractory supply
- Furnace integrity
- Plant and furnace engineering and  

supply by SMS
- Execution competencies of SMS
- Advanced components by Mettop
- Slag and metal granulation systems
- Gas cleaning plants
- Auxiliaries
- Turnkey competencies
- Supervision and seminars

- Flash furnace
- TSL reactor
- Teniente/ Noranda reactor
- Kivcet reactor
- Mitsubishi process
- PS converter
- EAF
- Vanyukov
- SKS

- Shaft furnace
- TBRC
- Reverberatory furnace
- PS converter
- Short rotary furnace
- TSL reactor

Lead, zinc, tin

- TBRC
- TSL reactor
- Shaft furnace
- Kivcet reactor
- Vanyukov
- Teniente
- QSL

- TBRC
- TSL reactor
- Shaft furnace
- Kaldo
- Reverberatory furnace
- Short rotary furnace
- OBBF (oxygen bottom blow furnace)

Precious metals

- 6-inline and circular electric furnace
- PS converter
- TBRC

- PS converter
- TBRC
- TSL
- Plasma furnace

Non-ferrous metals

Metals are commonly recovered 
using either pyrometallurgical or 
hydrometallurgical processes. It’s 
also possible to combine these two 
methods.

SMS and Mettop are both renowned 
for their long tradition and wide-
ranging expertise in metallurgy.

Now, solidly backed up by SMS and 
Mettop, PolyMet Solutions plus a 
network of specialists support the 
relevant processes and production 
units. You benefit from our know-
how in all areas of metals production 
which is particularly crucial to your 
efficient operations.

Whatever you require – whether 
primary or secondary production 
lines – we supply the right 
engineering solutions, units, and 
designs for everything, from single 
machines up to full lines.

ABOUT POLYMET  •  5
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OUR MISSION
JOINT VENTURE

PARTNERS

PolyMet Solutions is committed to designing and building innovative and safe furnaces, smelters, as well as inte-
grated plants and components for the production of non-ferrous metals. All this ensures products of top quality, con-
sistency, and reliability. You can count on a quick ramp-up as well as safe operation and a long service life. Equally 
important are excellent green credentials and cost-efficiency. It’s standard procedure for us to team up with you to 
achieve your project goals. Then, even after completing the job, we remain in close contact with you.

Why opt for PolyMet Solutions?

 Superior know-how

 Engineering, process studies 

 Consultancy

 Unit and plant optimization

 Furnace integrity

 Commissioning assistance and training

Management:

Dr. Andreas Filzwieser (CEO)

Dr. Iris Filzwieser, Stefan Wallner, 

Dr. Rolf Degel, Ralf Nörthemann,

(Board members)

 Plant and equipment

 Execution, commissioning support

 Project fi nancing

 Turnkey competence

 Technical studies

 Bankable feasibility studies

Management:

Dr. Rolf Degel 

(VP NF metals and recycling)

Ralf Nörthemann 

(VP SAF and Electric Smelter)

 Patented cooling systems

 Patented copper electrolysis

 Purging systems

 Process know-how

 Refractory and cooling sections

 Process modelling

Management:

Dr. Andreas Filzwieser (CEO)

Dr. Iris Filzwieser (CFO)

Plant and unit supplier Component supplier



Today’s market demands intelligent solutions for non-ferrous metals. This is where PolyMet Solutions fits the bill. 
There couldn’t be a better partnership behind the joint venture: SMS and Mettop complement each other perfectly 
as the logical combination for ideal synergies. Here is how the two business entities interact: PolyMet Solutions 
not only defines the required processes, dimensions, and functions of your plant’s sub-units. It’s also respon-
sible for initial customer contact and sales activities. SMS has established a department exclusively devoted  
to all related non-ferrous activities. Furthermore, SMS is directly involved in the management of PolyMet Solutions. 
This participation, along with close links between the management teams of Mettop and PolyMet Solutions, maintain 
and support perfect communication.

SMS group supplies the core plants and units, whereas key components such as cooling systems including cooling 
elements and purging units come from Mettop. Also available from SMS is support with project financing. All this 
gives us the resources to provide a large variety of services and supplies. The range stretches from smaller studies 
right up to complete turnkey solutions for sub-units as well as for greenfield and brownfield plants. What you get 
from this joint venture is the flexibility of a smaller company combined with the infrastructure and financial weight 
of a large group. That ensures reliable, on-time, on-budget, and high-quality solutions. PolyMet Solutions is based in 
Leoben, in Austria’s metallurgy center. The place is famous for its beautiful scenery and in particular for the globally 
renowned, tradition-rich Montanuniversität Leoben. Physical closeness to the campus keeps us up to speed and 
open to new developments in metallurgical plants. That’s why we never rest on our laurels. Day by day, our driving 
force is the will to make things better.

We live and breathe “Passion for metals”. Most of our employees gained their experience and know-how in the non-
ferrous metals industry. You benefit because we also put this passion wholeheartedly into your project. Moreover, 
our enthusiasm goes into improving and optimizing our own operations. We are always developing tailor-made, fresh 
solutions.

MONTANUNIVERSITÄT LEOBEN

AUSTRIA

HEAD OFFICE OF POLYMET SOLUTIONS 

ABOUT POLYMET  •  7
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PolyMet Solutions GmbH opens up a new
market for SMS. We’re looking forward 
to supplying customers in the non-ferrous 
industry with excellent solutions.”

Dr. Guido Kleinschmidt
(Managing Board of SMS group)

SMS group
SMS group is a group of globally operating companies in plant and machinery construction for steel and non-ferrous 
metals processing. SMS is a family-owned German company with some 13,000 employees worldwide. Some of the 
leading suppliers for metallurgical plants integrated in SMS group are: SMS Siemag, SMS Meer, Krupp Technologie, 
Paul Wurth, Metix, Demag, and Hertwich. SMS covers everything from pig iron production to metallurgical plants, 
rolling mills to strip processing lines, and tube mills to thermal technology. Electrics and automation as well as 
services complete the portfolio. SMS is experienced in managing turnkey projects and can also help their customers 
with project financing.

KEY SMS GROUP TECHNICAL EXPERTISE

 Leading suppliers of metallurgical plants worldwide with
 outstanding know-how in primary and secondary metals   
 production as well as processing into final products

 No. 1 in the supply of ferroalloy units such as electric  
 furnaces and submerged arc furnaces

 Strong competencies in environmental technology for gas         
 cleaning, energy recovery systems, water treatment plants,  
 acid regeneration systems, and more

 Material handling and recycling systems
 Long history and superior know-how in converter technology  

 for steelmaking, ferroalloys and non-ferrous metals
 Market leader in shaft furnaces for primary metal production
 In-depth know-how in auxiliaries, material and product   

 handling technology
 Superior metal casting, metal and slag granulation systems
 Strong expertise in hydrometallurgical and acid recovery  

 systems with their own leaching laboratory in Vienna, Austria
 World leader in plants and systems for processing copper

 and aluminum into semi-finished products 

 CONTIROD® casting and rolling plants represent
 a benchmark in wire rod production

 Supply of continuous casting plants of various   
 designs – horizontal and vertical, continuous and  
 semi-continuous, as well as for special alloys

 Copper anode casting wheels
 Shaft furnace technology, reverb and holding

 furnaces for secondary metal scrap melting
 Stripping machines

OTHER KEY SMS GROUP EXPERTISE

 Planning, execution and commissioning of complex  
 projects 

 Extensive green and brown field plant experience
 Turnkey competencies
 Studies ranging from technical studies up to bank- 

 able feasibility studies
 Project development and financing support



Steelmaking and casting technology
 Electric arc furnaces and converters
 Ladle treatment stations
 Secondary steel treatment technology
 Continuous casting machines
 Auxiliaries such as ladles, transfer cars, injection 

 systems, and burners

Electric smelters and submerged arc furnaces
 Various smelters for the production of

 ferroalloys, non-ferrous metals, slags, calcium   
 carbide, mineral wool, TiO2 slag, copper matte, silicon  
 and hot metal

Processing lines including casting wheels
 Shaft furnaces for aluminum scrap melting
 Processing plants for aluminum and copper

 semi-finished products
 Anode casting wheels

Ironmaking technology
 Blast furnace and direct reduction plants
 Coke ovens and sinter plants
 Metal and slag granulation systems
 Waste recycling technology

MAJOR REFERENCES
& KEY EXPERTISE

ABOUT POLYMET  •  9
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ounded in 2005 by Dr. Iris & Dr. Andreas 
Filzwieser, Mettop GmbH is an Austrian 
engineering company.

It operates as a global player in the field of metallurgy with a 
focus on innovative technologies in the non-ferrous industry. 
Equipment and solutions from Mettop ensure safe, cost-effec-
tive, and higher-qual-
ity metal extraction. 
The customers in the 
metals industry all 
over the world have 
come to value Mettop 
technologies and 
expertise over the 
past decade. Mettop 
has built a reputa-
tion for excellence in 
closed systems, green 
technologies and new 
ways of recycling. All 
this makes Mettop 
your specialist for customized solutions. Here are some of 
Mettop’s main fields of expertise:

 Tankhouse engineering   Process modelling 

 METTOP-BRX Technology  ILTEC Technology   

 CFD simulation      Furnace integrity

 Gas purging systems     Cooling elements

 3D refractory engineering

As with all businesses, it started on a smaller scale, provid-
ing consultancy services to numerous customers all over the 
world. Mettop achieved its first major breakthrough in high 
current density copper refining electrolysis. That’s a technol-
ogy based on a parallel flow pattern (known as METTOP-BRX 
Technology) – developed together with one of Mettop’s custom-
ers Montanwerke Brixlegg AG, Austria.

Another milestone was 
the design of a safe, 
non-explosive cooling 
system using a special 
designed ionic liquid 
as a cooling medi-
um. It’s called ILTEC 
Technology and opens 
up completely new 
business opportunities 
for cooling vessels and 
components in the iron 
and steel as well as non-
ferrous metals indus-
tries. Simultaneously, 

Mettop’s engineers also apply their in-depth expertise to design 
new lining methods for pyrometallurgical vessels.

Mettop also maintains close ties to the Montanuniversität 
Leoben. What’s more, teaching students about metallurgy is still 
one of Mettop’s passions.

AN AUSTRIAN
GLOBAL PLAYER

F

WITH FOCUS ON INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES “Starting PolyMet Solutions together 
with SMS is an important step towards
future opportunities, also for 
Mettop.”

Dr. Andreas Filzwieser
(CEO of Mettop)

Mettop GmbH



Iris and Andreas Filzwieser, Stefan Pierer, 
and Stefan Wallner studied metallurgy at 
the Montanuniversität Leoben, Austria. 
Iris and Andreas Filzwieser have been 
at the helm of the company since 2005. 
Stefan Wallner and the Pierer Industrie AG 
are minority shareholders in Mettop. 

There was a clear vision right from the 
beginning: creating optimum solutions 
for the various units in the non-ferrous 
metals industry.

I’m very proud to be part of this joint
venture. Non-ferrous metals will remain
an important business fi eld with lots of
opportunities.”

Mr. Pierer
(CEO of KTM motorcycles)

From left: Stefan Pierer, Iris Filzwieser, Andreas Filzwieser and Stefan Wallner; Shareholders of Mettop

HOW IT ALL

BEGAN

ABOUT POLYMET  •  11
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North America

SMS USA LLCSMS USA LLCSMS USA LLC
100 Sandusky Street100 Sandusky Street100 Sandusky Street100 Sandusky Street
Pittsburg, PA 15212-5852, USAPittsburg, PA 15212-5852, USAPittsburg, PA 15212-5852, USAPittsburg, PA 15212-5852, USAPittsburg, PA 15212-5852, USA
Phone: +1 412 237 8910Phone: +1 412 237 8910Phone: +1 412 237 8910Phone: +1 412 237 8910Phone: +1 412 237 8910
www.sms-siemag.uswww.sms-siemag.uswww.sms-siemag.uswww.sms-siemag.us
or
Dr. Andreas SiegmundDr. Andreas SiegmundDr. Andreas SiegmundDr. Andreas SiegmundDr. Andreas Siegmund
Phone: +1 940 536 5327Phone: +1 940 536 5327Phone: +1 940 536 5327Phone: +1 940 536 5327Phone: +1 940 536 5327
andreas.siegmund@mettop.comandreas.siegmund@mettop.comandreas.siegmund@mettop.com

GermanyGermanyGermany

Dr. Rolf DegelDr. Rolf DegelDr. Rolf DegelDr. Rolf Degel
Eduard Schloemann Str. 4Eduard Schloemann Str. 4Eduard Schloemann Str. 4Eduard Schloemann Str. 4Eduard Schloemann Str. 4
40237 Düsseldorf
Germany
Phone: +49 211 881 6372
Mobile: +49 151 1453 3688
rolf.degel@polymet-solutions.comrolf.degel@polymet-solutions.comrolf.degel@polymet-solutions.com

Head Offi ceHead Offi ceHead Offi ce

PolyMet Solutions GmbHPolyMet Solutions GmbHPolyMet Solutions GmbH
Peter-Tunner-Strasse 4
8700 Leoben
Austria
Phone: +43 3842 81 787Phone: +43 3842 81 787Phone: +43 3842 81 787Phone: +43 3842 81 787Phone: +43 3842 81 787
nonferrous@polymet-solutions.comnonferrous@polymet-solutions.comnonferrous@polymet-solutions.comnonferrous@polymet-solutions.com
www.polymet-solutions.comwww.polymet-solutions.comwww.polymet-solutions.comwww.polymet-solutions.comwww.polymet-solutions.comwww.polymet-solutions.comwww.polymet-solutions.comwww.polymet-solutions.comwww.polymet-solutions.com

Brazil and South AmericaBrazil and South AmericaBrazil and South America

SMS Equipamendos e Servicos Ltda.SMS Equipamendos e Servicos Ltda.SMS Equipamendos e Servicos Ltda.
Avenida 2, 230, Distrito Industrial Parque Avenida 2, 230, Distrito Industrial Parque Avenida 2, 230, Distrito Industrial Parque 
Norte, 33.200-300-Vespasiano, Minas Gerais, Norte, 33.200-300-Vespasiano, Minas Gerais, Norte, 33.200-300-Vespasiano, Minas Gerais, 
BrazilBrazilBrazil
Phone: +5531 2125 1480Phone: +5531 2125 1480Phone: +5531 2125 1480Phone: +5531 2125 1480Phone: +5531 2125 1480
ororor
Stefan Wallner
Phone: +43 664 8860 4553
stefan.wallner@mettop.com

PolyMet Solutions GmbH uses the sales network of SMS and Mettop.
For further details, please contact us at nonferrous@polymet-solutions.com

Location & representations



Southern Africa

Metix (Pty.) Ltd.
204 Rivonia Road
Block A, 1st Floor, 
Morningside, Sandton 2196
South Africa
Phone: +27 11 676 2300
www.metix.com

India

SMS India Pvt. Ltd.
387, Udyog Vihar, Phase II
Gurgaon 122 016 India
Phone: +91 124 435 1541
sms-siemag@in.sms-siemag.com

Australia

Fortmann Engineering and Fortmann Engineering and Fortmann Engineering and Fortmann Engineering and 
Consulting (Australia) Pty. Ltd.
2/136 Oak Road
Matcham, NSW
2250
Australia
Phone: +61 2 4365 4313
or
Uwe ZulehnerUwe Zulehner
Phone: +61 466 773 495
uwe.zulehner@mettop.com

Russia and former CIS

SMS group GmbH 
Liaison Offi ce Moscow
Hotel Azimut Moscow OlympicHotel Azimut Moscow OlympicHotel Azimut Moscow OlympicHotel Azimut Moscow OlympicHotel Azimut Moscow Olympic
Olimpiyski Prospekt 18/1Olimpiyski Prospekt 18/1Olimpiyski Prospekt 18/1Olimpiyski Prospekt 18/1Olimpiyski Prospekt 18/1
129110 Moscow, Russia
Phone:+7 49 5931 9823
offi ce@sms-siemag.ru
or
Yuri Filippow
Phone: +7 9122471351Phone: +7 9122471351Phone: +7 9122471351Phone: +7 9122471351Phone: +7 9122471351
russia@mettop.comrussia@mettop.comrussia@mettop.comrussia@mettop.comrussia@mettop.comrussia@mettop.comrussia@mettop.com

ChinaChinaChina

SMS Technology (Beijing) Co. Ltd.SMS Technology (Beijing) Co. Ltd.SMS Technology (Beijing) Co. Ltd.SMS Technology (Beijing) Co. Ltd.SMS Technology (Beijing) Co. Ltd.SMS Technology (Beijing) Co. Ltd.SMS Technology (Beijing) Co. Ltd.SMS Technology (Beijing) Co. Ltd.SMS Technology (Beijing) Co. Ltd.SMS Technology (Beijing) Co. Ltd.
18th fl oor, Juanshitiandi Tower A18th fl oor, Juanshitiandi Tower A18th fl oor, Juanshitiandi Tower A18th fl oor, Juanshitiandi Tower A18th fl oor, Juanshitiandi Tower A18th fl oor, Juanshitiandi Tower A18th fl oor, Juanshitiandi Tower A
Jia No. 50-1, Beijing 100102, P.R. ChinaJia No. 50-1, Beijing 100102, P.R. ChinaJia No. 50-1, Beijing 100102, P.R. ChinaJia No. 50-1, Beijing 100102, P.R. ChinaJia No. 50-1, Beijing 100102, P.R. ChinaJia No. 50-1, Beijing 100102, P.R. ChinaJia No. 50-1, Beijing 100102, P.R. ChinaJia No. 50-1, Beijing 100102, P.R. ChinaJia No. 50-1, Beijing 100102, P.R. ChinaJia No. 50-1, Beijing 100102, P.R. ChinaJia No. 50-1, Beijing 100102, P.R. ChinaJia No. 50-1, Beijing 100102, P.R. ChinaJia No. 50-1, Beijing 100102, P.R. ChinaJia No. 50-1, Beijing 100102, P.R. ChinaJia No. 50-1, Beijing 100102, P.R. China
Phone: +86 1059 077 167Phone: +86 1059 077 167Phone: +86 1059 077 167Phone: +86 1059 077 167Phone: +86 1059 077 167Phone: +86 1059 077 167Phone: +86 1059 077 167Phone: +86 1059 077 167Phone: +86 1059 077 167Phone: +86 1059 077 167Phone: +86 1059 077 167Phone: +86 1059 077 167Phone: +86 1059 077 167Phone: +86 1059 077 167
sales.cn@sms-group.comsales.cn@sms-group.comsales.cn@sms-group.comsales.cn@sms-group.comsales.cn@sms-group.comsales.cn@sms-group.comsales.cn@sms-group.comsales.cn@sms-group.comsales.cn@sms-group.comsales.cn@sms-group.com
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ILTEC TESTS BY METTOP 

Understanding the process is a fundamental 
requirement for designing reliable and efficient 
metallurgical plants. It ensures the correct 
dimensioning of pyrometallurgical vessels for new 
non-ferrous metals facilities. Furthermore, precise 
knowledge in this area helps to optimize or modify 
processes to suit changed conditions. This is vital 
because the right process definition results in a 
more profitable plant. Here are the main benefits:

 Higher efficiency
 Lower energy consumption
 Higher productivity and yield
 Longer furnace campaign life
 Better safety
 Lower maintenance and shutdown costs
 Better process prediction

Moreover, the correct process definition provides 
the fundamental data and information needed for 
all auxiliaries and surrounding units such as off-
gas system, raw material and product handling, 
cooling systems, etc.
It’s also possible to integrate the models in the 
applied automation system for predictive operation 
of the unit.

Process & technology solutions - 
best definition



First and foremost, we apply our in-house 
know-how, yet we are also supported by 
our international teams and consultants 
as well as experts from SMS and Mettop.

Next in line are various thermo dynamic 
programs such as HSC we use to 
perform mass and energy balances. This 
provides extremely accurate data based 
on dynamic modelling.

Frequently, especially in the case of newly 
developed processes, it’s compulsory 
to carry out fundamental smelting 
tests to double-check the results from 
the simulation. Our extensive internal 
database as well as data from operating 
plants make sure the outcome of the 
evaluation is close to real-life process 
conditions in industrial units.

PolyMet Solutions additionally maintains 
contacts with many universities and 
institutes, where lab-scale as well as 
demonstration-scale tests can be 
performed. This enables us to calculate 
the precise process definition.

YOU BENEFIT FROM

 Engineering, heat and mass  balances
 Vessel dimensioning
 Functional descriptions
 Lab-scale testing
 Demonstration-scale testing
 On-site process evaluation
 Process modelling
 Tailor-made process optimization
 Research into new process routes
 Process predictions

TESTS AT THE 

MONTANUNIVERSITÄT LEOBEN

PROCESS & TECHNOLOGY •  15



efractories have a major impact on the OPEX and 
therefore the profitability of any smelting plant. It’s 
obvious the cost of the initial refractory material is 
significant. Yet equally important is the “full-life value”, 

including loss of production and unexpected failures. The correct 
understanding and definition of the process is crucial to providing 
an optimized lining design. Achieving the best full-life value 
requires a completely integrated management system. This must 
feature:

  Comprehensive appreciation of operating conditions,   
 operating modes, and upset conditions
 Detailed 3D design and engineering
 Materials selection independently of the refractory supplier
 Specification of material properties and quality control   

 requirements
 Quality installation and dry-out practices
 Lining integrity monitoring during operation
 Development of a maintenance-management strategy,  

 which is integrated with mechanical maintenance and plant  
 availability requirements
 Training of furnace operators
 Training of bricklayers using video animations and 3D  

 illustrations
 Lining failure post-mortem studies (3rd party)
 Refractory management across the group

All this makes the advantages of 3D engineering immediately 
clear. These illustrations allow a much better visualization 
of solutions and avoid design mismatches. Furthermore, the 
expansion calculation is more accurate. It’s a huge bonus that 
3D installation support tools ensure faster, and better-quality 
installation. Finally, you can rely on much lower costs and time for 
on-site brick cutting.

Plus, when it comes to lining supply, PolyMet Solutions cooperates 
with several refractory suppliers throughout the world.

YOU BENEFIT FROM

 Quality assurance
 Reliable supply of high-quality materials from

 contracted partners
 Low-budget, superior solutions
 Reliable on-budget and on-time execution
 Qualified installation assistance

R

Refractory solutions - 
long and safe campaigns

16  •  www.polymet-solutions.com



Most metallurgical vessels include a cooling feature 
in certain areas of the furnace to control refractory 
wear. Tackling this issue over recent decades was 
quite a challenge, but SMS and Mettop developed a 
range of cooling systems for almost all pyrometallurgical 
processes in the non-ferrous industry, as well as the iron 
and steel industry. What’s required here are intelligent 
solutions – especially in high-stress areas, e.g. points 
subject to abrasion from off-gas or bath turbulences, 
tap hole areas, surfaces exposed to aggressive slag, 
changing slag compositions, temperature fluctuations, or 
high temperature levels.

Available to cope with these strains are various vessel 
cooling systems such as air cooling, spray cooling, or 
cooling with internal copper elements. They include:

 CFM (composite furnace modular) cooling solutions
 Copper staves for shaft furnaces
 Plate coolers
 Finger coolers
 ILTEC cooling
 Tailor-made systems

We carry out extensive CFD calculations to find the right 
choice of cooling elements.

 

Plate cooler CFM cooling element

CFM cooler for anode furnace off-gas area Plate coolers for electric smelters

Solutions in cooling - 
your key to best furnace integrity

PROCESS & TECHNOLOGY •  17
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ILTEC INSTALLATION

AT ARCELORMITTAL BREMEN, GERMANY

ILTEC Technology - Mettop’s water-free
cooling solution to ensure your safety

Mettop’s experts tested the liquid in steel plants as well as copper plants by injecting it below the liquid metal bath 
level. The successful outcome: no rapid expansion or explosions, and only minor agitation in the liquid. That’s a 
significant breakthrough in cooling technology.

I’m absolutely convinced that the new
ILTEC Technology - a concept of

water-free cooling - will be
revolutionary for the entire

steel producing industry. This is the
start of a new era in terms of safety.”

Dr. Peter Fauland
(Böhler Edelstahl GmbH & Co KG, Austria)

Here is a real game-changer in pyrometallurgical vessel and component cooling: ILTEC Technology redefines plant 
safety. It consists of components and a special designed liquid, which was developed and patented by Mettop. But 
this doesn’t mean we completely eliminated water as a coolant. Instead, the focus is on risk areas where explosions 
might occur.



These are some of the key features of ILTEC

 Crystallization temperature below 15 °C
 Decomposition temperature 450 °C
 Long-term stability between 50 °C and 200 °C
 Virtually no vapor pressure below decomposition temperature
 Not flammable below decomposition temperature
 Non-toxic and non-corrosive
 Closed cooling circuit

YOU BENEFIT FROM

 No explosions, increased safety
 Cooling in areas where water cooling is too risky or not possible
 Higher cooling element temperatures eliminate acid attack caused

 by temperatures below the dew point of the off-gas
 Energy recovery due to temperature outlet of 200 °C

Shell cooling

 For cooling in critical areas  
 such as the tidal zone
 Freeze line solution for   

 aggressive slag handling and  
 high temperatures

Tap holes and runners

 Safe tap hole and runner   
 cooling

Tailor-made cooling elements

 Highly abrasive areas such as  
 off-gas offtake (mouth piece,  
 stirring zones in metal and slag  
 zones, etc.

Tuyeres

 Tuyere zones in Peirce Smith 
 converters, Teniente reactors,  
 etc. 

Lances

 Safe top and side lances,   
 replacement of self-consuming  
 lances with stationary cooled  
 lances

Energy recovery and condensers

 Large ∆T for connection to   
 energy recovery systems as  
 well as temperature   
 adjustment in condensers
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The flow pattern characteristics are similar to those of water. That makes it easy to replace existing water 
cooling systems with ILTEC – without changing the pumping station and piping. Similarly, there is no need to 
modify the coolers.
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Vessel integrity is crucial to reliable and safe furnace operation. 
It also influences the furnace service life. That’s why we 
created innovative designs based on existing pyrometallurgical 
reactors. What keeps us ahead of the curve are frequent on-site 
plant inspections and our consultancy work, so we perfectly 
understand how to optimize vessel integrity.

Process know-how, operational know-how, expertise in 
refractory and furnace cooling as well as furnace design: these 
are keys to boosting furnace integrity. PolyMet Solutions unites 
all these aspects.

Using modern software packages for thermodynamic calculations, 
CFD calculations, and FEM calculations as well as real data from 
industrial plants, we carefully design solid solutions for you.

STRONG PROCESS KNOW-HOW MEETS 

HUGE VESSEL ENGINEERING COMPETENCE

Solutions in vessel integrity -
the best for you

Vessel integrity is crucial to reliable and safe furnace operation. 
It also influences the furnace service life. That’s why we 
created innovative designs based on existing pyrometallurgical 
reactors. What keeps us ahead of the curve are frequent on-site 
plant inspections and our consultancy work, so we perfectly 

Process know-how, operational know-how, expertise in 
refractory and furnace cooling as well as furnace design: these 
are keys to boosting furnace integrity. PolyMet Solutions unites 

Using modern software packages for thermodynamic calculations, 
CFD calculations, and FEM calculations as well as real data from 
industrial plants, we carefully design solid solutions for you.
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CFM simulation Sidewall simulation

Lance simulation Off-gas simulation

Flow pattern simulation for slag cleaning Temperature distribution during tapping
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There are several ways to optimize both the process and the 
lining life. That applies particularly to metallurgical furnaces 
where purging, lancing, and burner systems are used to control 
the process. Together, Mettop and SMS draw on significant 
in-depth know-how in these technologies. The optimized burner 
and lancing solutions developed for the iron and steel industry 
are also suitable for the non-ferrous metals industry. Parallel 
to this, even vessels in existing units come with improvement 
potentials.

PROCESS KNOW-HOW IS OUR BASIS

PolyMet tuning kit solution -
to optimize your furnace

PURGING SOLUTIONS

Over the past decade, Mettop has supplied numerous purging 
units. Especially in anode furnaces our purging solutions reduce 
process time, avoid build-ups, and increase vessel service life. 
They also improve operation by pushing slag toward the mouth. 
This ensures cleaner slag tapping and lowers fuel consumption.
Purging in converters can reduce the sulphur content to 
below 100 ppm. That eliminates the need for oxidation in  
anode furnaces. The oxygen content is reduced at the same 
time.

LINING OF ANODE FURNACE

PURGING IN AN ANODE

FURNACE

No oxidation in
the anode furnace!
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LANCING SYSTEM  
SOLUTIONS

 Long tradition of SMS and Mettop plus extensive   
 know-how and references in steelmaking and
 non-ferrous metals
 Combination with ILTEC Technology    

 opens up new processes and furnace optimizations,  
 including permanent cooled lances instead   
 of self-consuming lances
 Cooled lance tips for submerged lances
 Multi-functional lances – up to four solid and gaseous  

 components can be precisely injected in parallel
 Cooled sub-lance systems for e.g. continuous   

 temperature measurement, slag conditioning

BURNER SYSTEMS  
AND INJECTOR SOLUTIONS

 SMS competence in burner system optimization   
 transferred to the non-ferrous metals area
 High-speed burners enable additional process   

 optimization for concentrate smelting and secondary   
 metal production routes
 Efficient energy input
 Oxidizing and reducing atmosphere
 Low CAPEX and OPEX

2.1
Modern high-speed lances can reach

a gas speed mach 2.1
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Solutions in pyrometallurgical
metal production

Overview Aggregates Metals

Concentrate smelter - PolySmelt
- Electric smelter (circular or rectangular)

- Copper, lead, zinc, nickel, tin, PGM

Converter and refining vessel - PolyConvert
- Peirce Smith Converter
- TBRC
- BBOC
- TLS
- Kaldo

- Copper, lead, zinc, nickel, tin, PGM

Slag cleaning - Electric furnace - Copper, nickel, PGM

Fire refining - Anode furnace
- PolyRefine

- Copper, nickel

Reverb and holding furnaces - Reverb furnace
- Short rotary furnace

- Copper, lead, zinc, nickel, PGM

EACH METAL PROCESSING METHOD REQUIRES 
ITS OWN PRODUCTION UNIT. THE TYPE MAINLY 
DEPENDS ON THE PLANT HISTORY, LOCAL 
CONDITIONS, AVAILABLE RAW MATERIAL 
ENERGY SOURCE, AND MANY OTHER FACTORS. 
THE TABLE BELOW SUMMARIZES SOME OF 
THE AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGIES AND POLYMET 
SOLUTIONS RANGE OF EXPERTISE IN THIS FIELD.

PASSION

FOR METALS
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New cooling for TSL reactors

PolySmelt illustration

POLYSMELT -
EFFICIENT CONCENTRATE SMELTING

 High-speed burner provides better    
 turbulence for rapid 
 reactions in the vessel
 ILTEC cooled permanent side walls   

 for safe operation
 Improved side wall cooling and    

 lining design minimizes hearth and    
 sidewall wear
 Purging system for minimized    

 copper content in slag

OTHER SOLUTIONS IN PRIMARY 
CONCENTRATE SMELTING

PolyMet Solutions focuses on optimizing
existing units such as:

 TSL furnaces
 Teniente
 Noranda
 Kivcet
 Mitsubishi
 Vanyukov
 QSL

Here are the optimizations available:

 Improved cooling and refractory designs
 for the slag area, for longer lifetime
 Better lance systems (ILTEC Technology)
 Cooled tuyere zone for Noranda and   

 Teniente reactors
 Definition of the process and improved   

 automation system

Smelting
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POLYCONVERT -
NEW STANDARD IN CONVERTING

PolyConvert is the logical next step in converting – a 
new solution that implements improvements using the 
conventional Peirce Smith converter. This reactor type is 
still the most widely-applied process for producing blister 
copper. It’s also common in nickel and PGM production 
process lines. Conversion takes place during the slag 
blowing stage as well as in separate final converting 
phases. PolyMet Solutions adds features that in 
particular improve the process efficiency and availability 
of the vessel, plus ensuring a longer service life: 

 Improved lining in the tuyere, mouth, and
 off-gas offtake areas
 ILTEC cooling of the under-bath tuyeres for    

 significantly longer lifetime – higher productivity
 High-pressure tuyeres with higher oxygen levels
 Less off-gas for smaller gas treatment plants
 Lower OPEX
 Optimized automation

PEIRCE SMITH CONVERTERS

The Peirce Smith converter was introduced to the industry 
in 1908. Ever since, it has been the dominant unit for the 
production of blister copper.

TBRC CONVERTERS

Developed in the 1930s, TBRC (top blown rotating converters) 
smelt and convert various primary and secondary raw 
materials to extract Cu, Ni, Pb, Zn, Sn, and precious metals. 
Furthermore, especially in recycling, this type of converter is 
ideal for smelting E-waste. The batch process takes place in 
a rotating vessel. Next comes heating and converting by a 
central burner and a central cooled lance. It says a lot about  
quality standards that SMS has supplied more than 40 of 
these units over the past decades. Within the joint venture, 
we also provide the process guarantees for these units:

 High rotating speed of up to 20 rpm
 Multiple lance and burner system for better 

 process efficiency
 Intelligent refractory lining design
 Mechanically robust vessel
 Optionally available exchange vessels  

PEIRCE SMITH CONVERTER

TBRC CONVERTER

Converting

TBRC CONVERTER
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<0.5
Remaining copper content in 

slag cleaning furnaces

SOLUTIONS IN SLAG CLEANING

Primarily, electric slag cleaning furnaces are used in 
the nickel, copper, lead, and PGM industries to recover 
precious metals from slag. This began in the 1950s when 
SMS installed its first units. They are so successful that 
SMS has supplied more than 40 units to date. Depending 
on the slag properties, rectangular or circular solutions 
are possible. PolyMet Solutions are also involved in 
lining optimization. That gives you these advantages:

 Outstanding reference track record for   
 rectangular and circular furnaces
 Highest precious metal recovery rate
 Best available electrode column system with  

 either prebaked or Soederberg electrodes
 Low investment and operational costs
 Refractory lining optimized by PolyMet Solutions

SOLUTIONS IN ELECTRIC AND  
SUBMERGED ARC FURNACES

SMS is the leading supplier of both electric arc and 
submerged arc furnaces. It all started when SMS 
installed the first units more than 100 years ago. Electric 
arc furnaces are mainly used in steel production, either 
as DC or AC types. There are also smaller plants in the 
non-ferrous metals industry, mainly for melting scrap or 
treating slag. Worth noting here is that SMS has always 
been a major innovator in this field. Submerged arc 
furnaces as well as electric smelters are typical plants 
for ferroalloys, silicon metal, and non-ferrous metals.

START UP SAF

>350
SMS supplied more than 350  

electric smelters and components over 
the past 40 years

>200
SMS supplied more than 200 electric 

furnaces over the past 15 years

Converting
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POLYREFINE -
ANODE FURNACES

Anode furnaces represent the predominant technology for 
converting blister copper into anode copper. Featured here 
are vessels in the form of a horizontal cylinder that rotates 
in both directions. The first process step removes sulfur by 
oxidation. Then, in the second step, reducing agents purge 
the oxygen from the copper. This is also where fluxes and 
additives are charged to reduce impurities such as lead 
and arsenic. There have been important improvements over 
recent years, especially in vessel operation and purging 
methods. Furthermore, better lining in the plug and mouth 
areas were developed. It’s an added advantage for you that 
the design of the charging mouth and off-gas outlet reduces 
process fugitive gases that would otherwise pollute your 
furnace building.

Here are the standout features of the PolyMet 
Solutions system:

 Better lining in the tuyere, mouth, and off-gas offtake  
 areas maximize lining lifetime
 Better processes (logistics, sequencing, etc.)
 Optimized purging operation through operator

 training sessions
 Advanced automation and process control
 Faster process time
 Less fuel and more productivity

TIGHT OFF-GAS HOOD
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Refi ning

ANODE FURNACE

REVERBERATORY

ANODE FURNACE



SOLUTIONS FOR REVERB AND HOLDING 
FURNACES

These furnace types are ideal in secondary production 
for melting copper, lead, copper alloys, and other metals. 

Melting and casting furnaces for primary and 
secondary production phases of copper and other 
metals:

 Stationary or tiltable solutions
 Furnace capacity >350 t
 Robust design
 Optimized lining

LINING OF AN ANODE FURNACE

>350
More than 350 tons of holding 

capacity possible
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SHORT ROTARY FURNACES

Usually, fossil fuels such as natural gas, EPG, or oil fire short 
rotary furnaces. But it’s also possible to use coal burners. The 
furnaces are ideal for separating metal, matte, and the slag 
phase, as well as for melting secondary sources such as scrap. 
Currently, we are working on a solution that will add an element 
of purging for metallurgical treatment of the melt.

Solutions in special melting 
furnaces

 Robust vessel design
 Close link to the off-gas treatment plant
 Low maintenance
 Tailor-made refractory solutions
 Refining options
 Low-cost solutions

ELECTRIC TEST FURNACE

SHORT ROTARY

FURNACE

TAILOR-MADE FURNACES

What frequently happens is that process developments require 
tests on a smaller scale before they can be scaled up without 
risk. PolyMet Solutions supplies the vessels you need and want. 
We also define the test procedure and assist in the trials. Our 
furnaces can be powered with electricity or other fuels.

 Solid expertise in lab and demonstration-scale units
 Extensive experience in scaling up to industrial size
 Close cooperation with you to create custom solutions
 All test units are as safe and eco-friendly as

 the industrial applications
 Cheaper automation systems available
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 Robust vessel design
 Close link to the off-gas treatment plant
 Low maintenance
 Tailor-made refractory solutions
 Refining options
 Low-cost solutions

>250
More than 250 SMS references over
the past 40 years in slag and metal

granulation systems

ANODE CASTING TECHNOLOGY

You can rely on anode casting wheels from SMS for high 
availability and dependable operation. Easy operation and 
maintenance together with low process costs form the basis for 
cost-effective, high-quality anode production.
 
YOU BENEFIT FROM

 Narrow weight tolerances of the anodes
 Lower process costs thanks to dynamic

 control of the mould temperature
 Robust technology – durable and

 with minimum maintenance

METAL GRANULATION SYSTEMS

 Impact-disc granulation is Paul Wurth’s new   
 solidification process for producing easy-to-handle
 and easy-to-melt metal granulate
 Paul Wurth is a member of the SMS group

SLAG GRANULATION SYSTEMS

 Today, Paul Wurth is the leading supplier of slag   
 granulation systems
 You can expect the best available technology, fully   

 automated wet granulation with INBA dewatering,  
 and effective steam condensation
 All this ensures reliable, flexible slag handling and   

 production of slag sand

Solutions in
casting >27

More than 27 SMS references over
the past 50 years
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Solutions in tankhouse
technology

METTOP-BRX TECHNOLOGY

How do we develop innovative technologies? By 
looking at new directions and adopting unconventional 
approaches. This leads to solutions that improve your 
productivity and product quality.

To improve the productivity of a copper tankhouse, 
it’s necessary to boost the current efficiency and/or 
current density. According to physical and chemical 
laws, there is only one way of increasing current 
density while retaining pure electrodeposition as well 
as smooth, high-quality metal sheets. That is to minimize 
the diffusion boundary layer and/or influence the 
electro-crystallization by means of optimized inhibitor 
distribution.

Together with Montanwerke Brixlegg AG, Mettop has 
developed a parallel flow device (PFD) which introduces 
the fresh electrolyte between each pair of electrodes. 
Specifically, the device directs the fresh electrolyte in 
an upward flow over the surface of the cathode. This 
enhances the existing flow from natural convection.

As a result, METTOP-BRX Technology does not affect 
the settlement of the anode slime. You always get the 
right PFD to ensure optimum results from your individual 
tankhouse. Due to the improved flow pattern, this 
technology increases current density by up to 50 %, 
even at a high current efficiency. Yet it maintains or even 
enhances cathode quality.

Designed to be versatile, METTOP-BRX Technology is 
suitable for various metals. Today, the main application 
is copper production. Also possible are electro-winning 
and electro-refining, both with starter sheets or stainless 
steel cathodes.

Key to this new record in current density is the parallel 
flow pattern of the electrolyte, as shown. This principle 
has been applied since 2011 in China. Operations there 
prove that a current efficiency of more than 98 % is 
realistic at a current density of 420 A/m². Furthermore, 
the chemical and physical properties of the cathode are 
outstanding.

MORE THAN 400 A/m2 

YESTERDAY’S DREAM IS TODAY’S REALITY 
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THE BENEFITS OF METTOP-BRX
TECHNOLOGY ARE OBVIOUS

 Much smaller tankhouse footprint compared to a  
 conventional system
 Decreased CAPEX and OPEX
 Lower inventory costs by as much as EUR 50 million  

 comparing a 400,000 t tankhouse with high current  
 density technology with a conventional system

Mettop supplies patented key equipment, while SMS contributes 
complementary components such as cranes, machinery,  and 
auxiliaries. That means we can supply complete tankhouses

DOWNSTREAM COPPER PRODUCTION – 
SHAFT FURNACES

Also included in the SMS group portfolio are cathode shaft 
furnaces for copper casting shops. Whether you require 
turnkey plants or a revamp of your existing furnaces, we are 
the experts.

>50
Inventories slashed by EUR 50  

million compared to conventional systems

METTOP-BRX PARALLEL FLOW

METTOP-BRX INSTALLATION

AT XIANGGUANG COPPER, CHINA

SHAFT FURNACE INSTALLED

BY SMS
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Solutions in leaching

SMS DEMONSTRATION

LAB IN VIENNA, AUSTRIA

Reserves of high-grade ores are finite, and their 
future availability is critical. It’s increasingly important 
to extract these metals from low-grade ores using 
hydrometallurgical processes.

One option is leaching to obtain:

 Ti and V from titanomagnetites
 Al from kaolin and fly ash
 Rare earth metals from bauxite or red mud
 Zinc from EAF dust
 Au and Cu from urban mining
 and more

SMS Siemag process technology GmbH, a member 
of the SMS group, draws on in-depth expertise in 
HCl-based hydrometallurgy as well as acid recovery 
for the metal industry. Standout examples are:

 Patented technology for large-scale HCl recovery  
 and acidic non-ferros metals refining (HARP)
 The hydrometallurgical leaching laboratory in  

 Vienna defines potential processing routes
 Several engineering studies for the non-ferrous  

 metals industry
 Pilot plant design and operation competencies
 Al and Si-flake etching line
 Scrap dezincing facility

Currently PolyMet Solutions and SMS are working on 
solutions, transferring this know-how to applications 
in the non-ferrous metals industry. In particular, a new 
concept for the recovery of precious metals is ready to 
be introduced to the industry.
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Environmental solutions
Available from SMS is a full range of energy and green technologies. Included here are innovations in 
energy recovery systems, water treatment, air pollution control, by-products and recycling technologies,
as well as energy management services.

WATER TREATMENT SOLUTIONS

SMS has accumulated more than 100 years of 
experience in metallurgical plant and rolling mill 
technology, and that is reflected in their water 
supply and treatment systems. It’s an expertise 
that guarantees high quality and problem-
free project handling throughout production. 
SMS manufactures all process-relevant plant 
components. The technology is based on know-
how that ensures the optimized and reliable 
integration of water supply and treatment systems 
into an energy and water-saving production 
process.process.

GAS CLEANING SOLUTIONS

There is a growing emphasis on ecofriendly technology 
worldwide. Responding to this trend, SMS supplies overall 
primary and secondary gas cleaning solutions that protect 
the environment and keep workplaces clean. In particular, 
gas cleaning solutions in the non-ferrous metals industry 
deal with hazardous components such as arsenic, sulfur, 
and lead. SMS offers a wide range of solutions to tackle 
process-specific off-gases.

Bag Filter
 Pulse-jet or reverse air
 Suction or pressure-type

ESP
 Dry or wet system

Wet scrubber
 Venturi

 (one or two stage)
 Disintegrator

PRINCIPLES OF

DUST SEPARATION

 Pulse-jet or reverse air
 Suction or pressure-type

DUST SEPARATION
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Solutions in materials handling

RAW MATERIALS HANDLING

It’s vital that raw materials are 
handled, treated, and conditioned 
in a way that achieves optimum 
furnace operation. This is where 
SMS offers a wide variety of 
systems. You can choose from 
various setups for all the required 
facilities, for example:

 Unloading stations for trucks,  
 trains, and vessels
 Stock yard systems, e.g.   

 stacker reclaimer systems
 Material preparation, such as  

 washing, sorting, screening,  
 drying, agglomeration, and   
 separation
 (Day) storage systems
 Highly accurate batch or   

 continuous composition of   
 burden mix
 Conveying systems for all   

 facilities

NON-FERROUS PRODUCTS 
HANDLING
Most applications in this area 
involve casting SAF melt into solid 
blocks. Then these blocks need 
further treatment to meet the 
requirements for products such as 
bulk or powder material in defined 
sizes. SMS offers a range of systems 
for conditioning cast products:

 Crushing, grinding, and milling  
 stations
 Sorting, screening, and sizing  

 systems
 Blending, grain spectrum   

 confectioning, and portioning  
 facilities
 Agglomeration and   

 densification facilities
 Packing facilities, e.g. for big  

 bags, plastic bags, cardboard  
 cartons
 Loading systems for dump   

 trucks, silo trucks, train   
 wagons, and sea containers

BY-PRODUCTS HANDLING

Smelting generates the by-products 
slag, dusts, and slurries consisting of 
metal fractions and mineral phases. 
Furthermore, these by-products 
contain sensible and latent heat. 
This is significant because the 
metal content is a valuable surplus 
production source, while the mineral 
content can often be conditioned for 
the construction market (concrete 
filler, aggregates, gravel). To ensure 
optimum exploitation, by-products 
need special treatment. Sometimes 
material-related environmental 
aspects are also important. 
Whatever the situation, SMS offers 
expertise and systems for by-product 
conditioning and cleaning, as well 
as for evaluating marketability. The 
solutions are geared to you and 
focus on maximum value generation 
from low-cost recycling.

Generation
of residuals Preparation and Processing Reuse

Internal

Deposit

External
In-plant recycling

Collection

Mechanical 
processing

Crushing, screen-
ing, 

briquetting

Mechanical 
processing

Briquetting, press-
ing, 

pelletizing

Pyrometallurgic 
processing

Hydrometallurgic / 
chemical 

processing

Generation
in the

process



Downstreaming solutions
SMS also provides a wide product range downstream of the smelters. Available here is innovative equipment for 
solidification, refining, metal, matte, and slag handling such as: 

 Metal and alloy handling equipment
 Ladle handling and refining equipment
 Ladle arc reheating stations
 Tilting stations
 Skimming stations
 Injection stations
 Deslagging stations
 Chemical heating furnaces

The benefits for you are obvious. You get all the complementary equipment for a full system solution from one source.

Electrics and automation solutions
HOLISTIC SYSTEM EXPERTISE

Modern metallurgical plants from SMS are highly efficient and meet today’s 
ever-tougher end-product quality requirements. Crucial here are harmonized 
system components. These are a given with SMS because they supply complete 
solutions, including overall engineering, construction, and commissioning. 
The expertise covers all aspects: processes, mechanics, plus electrics and 
automation.

X-PACT® ELECTRICAL AND AUTOMATION SYSTEMS

SMS electrical and automation systems are grouped together under the brand 
name X-Pact®. That covers all process levels. X-Pact® is a modular system and 
can be adapted or expanded to suit your specific requirements. Key here is 
integration of the different levels of electrics and automation in your plant. This 
includes all aspects of modern plant automation – from drive technology and 
sensors (Level 0), to sequence controls, technological controls, and process 
models, right up to production planning (Level 3).
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Solutions in electrics and automation
SMS supplies professionally 
integrated hardware solutions 
for the electrical and automation 
requirements of all product sectors. 
SMS comprises the engineering 
and implementation of automation 
systems and safety engineering. 
Looking at the whole plant, this 
involves planning the full layout, 
including electrical and operation 
rooms, complete PLC hardware 
and software engineering, as well 
as erection engineering for effective 
equipment and cable installation. 
SMS’s specialists select field 
equipment geared to your process, 
safety, and standard requirements, 
individually for each application. 
Well in advance of delivery all SMS 
manufactured equipment is tested 
in the workshops to ensure fault-
free installation on site. Essential for 
successful production are effective 
strategies for production monitoring 
and operation.

That means: All the information from 
the production process must come 
together in the control room at your 
plant. SMS’s modern HMI system 
constantly supplies operators with 
the relevant process data. The 
pulpits and the control elements are 
ergonomically designed and create 
a pleasant working atmosphere. All 
the desks and screen masks are 
devised to provide a direct view of 
the entire production line.

PLANT AND PROCESS  
POWER DISTRIBUTION

It’s important, if developing plant 
power supply and distribution sys-
tems, to take account of the local 
grids and the available infrastruc-
ture. Crucial here is examining all 
possible interactions. SMS carries 
out power supply studies in close 
cooperation with the customers. 
This forms the basis for a reliable 
plant power supply as well as for 
the related equipment design. SMS 
designs, engineers, and supplies the 
entire process power equipment for 
all types of furnaces. Depending on 
the application, this may include the 
complete high voltage sub-station 
for power intake and distribution.

Medium and low-voltage switch-
gears, as well as the entire low-
voltage equipment, are also integral 
parts of the SMS supply portfo-
lio. There is a special emphasis 
on power factor compensation 
systems. SMS supplies the entire 
range of such systems, including 
standard fixed compensation banks 
or powerful static VAR compensa-
tion. Sometimes customers have to 
use an “island solution” (remote 
area without electrical grid) for the 
power supply. Especially for this 
kind of application, SMS developed 
an active power compensation sys-
tem which protects the power plant 
from strong load losses and simulta-
neously stabilizes the entire power 
supply system.

Production planning systems

Technological process models
Material tracking & data servants
Reporting

Technological controls
Sequence controls
Drive controls

Energy distribution
Drives



AUTOMATION HIGHLIGHTS
FURNACE HD MONITORING

SMS has developed a high-
definition temperature monitoring 
system that can be implemented in 
almost all furnaces. The monitoring 
model works using temperature 
measurements based on fiber optic 
technology. Due to this technology, 
it’s possible to install several layers 
of temperature measurement points 
every 0.5 to 1.0 meters around the 
furnace shell, totaling hundreds of 
measurement points. The result is 
accurate thermal mapping of the 
furnace shell, in real time. Applying 
an additional model and taking into 
account the lining type, the HD 
monitoring system delivers reliable 
information on the refractory lining 
condition and can determine fine 
structures such as the presence 
of the frozen slag layer in furnaces 
operated with a “freeze-lining”.

AFTER-SALES SERVICE

Specifically for X-Pact® electrics 
and automation customers, the 
SMS online service portal offers  
rapid troubleshooting support. Even 
during commissioning, SMS sets up 
a service portal to assist with any 

hitches. Via this portal, worldwide 
SMS authorized experts access 
the plant’s automation system for 
immediate remote diagnosis and 
maintenance. Additionally, SMS 
provides a wide range of after-sales 
services:

 Spare parts service
 Updates and upgrades
 Service entry point with 

  24/7 service hotline
 Training and consulting

SAF PROCESS MONITORING

SAF plant management must tackle 
multiple challenges: worldwide 
demands for CO2 reductions, the 
need to save energy, fluctuating 
raw materials prices and the entry 
of new countries onto the market 
and into global competition. To stay 
in control within this environment, 
it’s no longer enough to rely on 
empirical values for furnace 
operation.   Also vital today is precise 
knowledge and transparency 
regarding the processes and 
interrelations of plants. This 
knowledge forms the basis of the 

furnace reporting system, which 
provides key information for 
profitable operation. Seamlessly 
integrated in the overall automation, 
the furnace reporting system 
features interfaces to the laboratory 
and the production planning system 
(Level 3). What happens here is 
that the furnace reporting system 
logs the consumption figures for 
raw materials, energy, and utilities 
as well as the end product. Reports 
are automatically generated from 
this data and made available on 
all production and management 
levels. The reporting form can 
be customized as required. The 
strategy also implements modern 
technologies such as wireless 
and internet communication. This 
means  customer’s technicians can 
always view useful maintenance 
information on portable tablets to 
check the operation and reaction 
of specific equipment directly on 
site. An additional web-based, user-
authorized reporting system can 
also be implemented. That allows 
managers to receive current plant 
information displayed on mobile 
smartphones or tablets.
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The cooperation with the industry is a combination 
of basic and applied research and for both parties of 
great advantage.”  

Prof. Dr. Helmut Antrekowitsch
(Head of Non-ferrous Metallurgy Department)
Montanuniversität Leoben, Austria

INNOVATION MEANS DEVELOPING TOMORROW’S PROCESSES AND FURNACES TODAY

Key to PolyMet Solutions’ position as an expert partner in pyrometallurgical smelters is the open-minded, creative spirit of our 
team. That enables us to develop new application areas for smelters while also optimizing existing designs. We evolve inno-
vations in cooperation with you as well as renowned institutes and universities. This interaction with third parties constantly 
provides new dynamics and fresh inspiration.

Here are just some of our partners

 Montanuniversität Leoben, Austria
 Institute for Process Metallurgy and Metal Recycling

 (IME) in Aachen, Germany
 Institute of Ferrous Metallurgy in Aachen, Germany
 NTNU – Trondheim, Norway
 Sintef Institute in Trondheim, Norway
 Mefos in Luleå, Sweden
 Technical University Dortmund, Germany
 University Duisburg-Essen, Germany
 University in Delft, Netherlands
 SGA in Othfresen, Germany
 Universidad de Chile in Santiago, Chile
 Mintek in Johannesburg, South Africa
 FEhS-Duisburg, Germany

Innovation for your solutions

Investigations of new
slag compositions, example 1

This study was dedicated to developing a new 
slag composition for refining copper during the 
fire refining process step. Mettop together with 
the Montanuniversität Leoben analyzed the avail-
able literature, then made detailed thermodynamic 
calculations. Following a series of small-scale lab 
tests, the most promising slag systems were tested 
on a near-industrial scale. Finally, a new type of slag 
that can handle a high volume of impurities was 
obtained. The slag is now used in the industry.



Anode casting wheel optimization,
example 2

Both impurity distribution and physical quality of the 
anodes are important for the electro-refining pro-
cess. Mettop teamed up with the Montanuniversität 
Leoben and Montanwerke Brixlegg and investigated 
the solidification of anodes and simulated the cool-
ing process. The outcome? A deeper knowledge of 
the impurity distribution was gained and succeeded 
in increasing the size of the anode casting moulds 
by changing the water cooling from below.

<0.3
Residual copper content in

the discarded slag

New intensive slag cleaning unit,
example 3

SMS developed an innovative, intensive slag clean-
ing stage that is arranged downstream of conven-
tional slag cleaning furnaces. This development 
overcomes the previously unsolved problem of fine-
ly dispersed smaller precious metal droplets that do 
not settle into the matte/metal phase of the furnace 
gravitationally. The principle is a DC-based channel 
type furnace. The unit uses a permanent DC-field 
combined with a magnetic field to generate electric 
stirring. The new invention is an attractive solution, 
especially for the copper and PGM industry. In 
copper slag cleaning, it further reduces the copper 
content of the slag by 0.2 - 0.5 percentage points.
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Solutions in copper 
It takes a series of chemical, physical, and electrochem-
ical processes to convert copper and nickel. Various 
methods have evolved. They differ according to the 
nature of the ore, local environmental regulations, and 
other factors. The basic distinction is between primary 
and secondary process routes. 

PRIMARY COPPER PRODUCTION

PolyMet Solutions supplies innovative methods 
for all process steps in primary copper and nickel 
production. That starts from primary smelting of the ore 
or concentrate and finishes with electrolysis applying 
METTOP-BRX Technology.

YOU BENEFIT FROM 

 Modern full-liner solutions from one source
 No bottlenecks and smooth operation
 Combined scope and responsibility
 Most advanced plant designs
 Lower CAPEX and OPEX

Smelting Slag cleaning Converting

Primary + secondary gas cleaning, energy recovery, water treatment, electrics, and automation 

Refining Casting 
Electrolytic

refining

 New innovative 
smelting reactor

 SMS is market 
leader

 Innovative
 converter
 technology  

 New innovations
     in anode furnace

 Strong track
 record of SMS

 Advanced technol-
ogy based on

    Mettop patent

PASSIONS 

FOR METALS
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SECONDARY COPPER PRODUCTION

What mainly determines the suitable secondary copper process 
route is the scrap quality available.

Our joint venture and partners supply all the necessary units for 
efficient copper production via the secondary route. Especially  
important here is the gas treatment. That’s because the input 
material varies significantly in its content of organic components. 
Here, advanced gas cleaning solutions are essential to capture 
components such as mercury, bromine, fluorine, and chlorine.



GENERAL ASPECTS OF LEAD, ZINC,
AND TIN PRODUCTION

Like most non-ferrous metals primary raw materials, the 
majority of lead concentrates are sulphide based. The 
conventional way to treat those materials is usually to roast
them on a sinter machine in order to obtain entirely oxidised
agglomerates, which subsequently can/will be reduced in
blast furnaces. The modern way are direct smelting 
processes consisting of a combined roasting and smelting 
reaction followed by slag reduction. Existing technologies 
are QSL, KIVCET, Vanyukov, TBRC, TSL, or OBBF to produce 
lead bullion and a low lead containing slag. Recycled lead is 
produced in either short rotary furnaces or a combination of 
reverberatory furnace and slag reduction unit.

Beside the main metal component all non-ferrous 
concentrates contain various amounts of other metals. In 
the case of lead concentrates always different amounts 
of Cu, Zn, Bi, Sb, Sn, and Ag will be present, which makes 
the metallurgical recovery process more challenging. The 
objective is to recover all these metals as value added 
by-products, instead of disposing them through the slag 
or other waste materials. Although the conventional zinc 
process starts with roasting the sulphides, there are three 
principle ways to produce zinc. The most common process 
is a combination of a circulating fluidised bed roaster 
followed by leaching and electrowinning. An alternative 
pyrometallurgical process for complex concentrates 
containing lead is the IS process to produce a zinc lead 
bullion that is followed by pyrometallurgical refining. 
The third process route represents a direct leach of the 
concentrates prior to electrowinning. Secondary material 
such as dust from electro steelplants or jarosite from zinc 
leaching can be treated in electric furnaces, TBRC, Waelz 
kilns, or TLS to enrich zinc oxide. Tin is processed by 
carbothermic reduction of oxide ore in either electric or 
reverberatory furnaces.

Whatever your process is, PolyMet Solutions offers you a 
wide range of improvements and support.

Solutions in
lead, zinc, tin
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POLYSMELT

Ideal for smelting Pb and Zn containing 
concentrates

For new installations:
 Complete units including ILTEC 

 cooling for underbath tuyeres and 
 refractories

For existing installations:
 Process optimization support
 Refractory lining optimization
 Advanced cooling

 (hearth freeze method)
 ILTEC cooling system

ELECTRIC FURNACE

As either a primary smelter for 
concentrates, or a secondary smelter 
for Pb and Zn sources

For new installations:
 Complete units

For existing installations:
 Process optimization support
 Refractory lining optimization
 Advanced cooling

 (hearth freeze lining concept)
 Smart tapping arrangement
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TBRC PROCESS

For secondary smelter or for 
refining lead-bearing bullion

For new installations:
 Complete units

For existing installations:
 Process optimization support
 Refractory lining optimization
 Optimization of the rotating   

 device and vessel suspension
 Lancing and burner optimization

TSL PROCESS 
(BATH SMELTING)

Operation as a secondary smelter 
for Pb and Zn sources

For new installations:
 Complete units including   

 ILTEC cooling

For existing installations:
 Process optimization support
 Refractory lining optimization
 Advanced cooling 
 Modification of lances and

 burner systems

REVERBERATORY FURNACE

Operation as a secondary smelter 
for Pb and Zn sources

For new installations:
 Complete units including   

 burners and refractories

For existing installations:
 Process optimization support
 Refractory lining optimization
 Advanced bottom cooling
 Modification of burner   

 systems

QSL REACTOR

For pimary Pb concentrate and 
secondary materials

For new installations:
 ILTEC cooling for high wear   

 areas

For existing installations:
 Process optimization support
 Refractory lining optimization
 ILTEC cooling for high wear   

 areas

POLYDRUM (SHORT DRUM 
FURNACE  TYPE)

Operating as a secondary smelter 
for Pb and Zn bearing sources

For new installations:
 Complete units including   

 burners and refractories

For existing installations:
 Process optimization support
 Refractory lining optimization
 Advanced bottom cooling
 Modification of burner   

 system

OBBF REACTOR (OXIGEN 
BOTTOM BLOWING FURNACE)

Operation as a secondary smelter 
for Pb and Zn sources

For new installations:
 Complete units including   

 burners and refractories

For existing installations:
 Process optimization support
 Refractory lining optimization
 Advanced bottom cooling
 Modification of burner   

 system
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Solutions in metal recycling

Recovering materials is essential for a better and 
cleaner environment, and it will become increasingly 
important for coming generations. Metal recycling 
requires sequences of metallurgical treatment steps. It 
recovers valuable resources and saves primary energy 
as well as primary raw materials. Effective recycling 
maximizes the recovery rate by avoiding or reducing the 
generation of hazardous wastes. The flow chart above 
illustrates the principles.

There are valuable components especially in wastes 
such as E-waste, batteries, and catalysts, as well as 
contaminated dumps like “red mud” from aluminum 
production. These resources are well worth recovering. 
More metals are waiting to be extracted from former 
dumps and deposits from the copper, nickel, lead, and 
zinc industries. Depending on the input material, the 
waste is treated with pyro- and hydrometallurgical 
processes or a combination of both.

Metal bearing wastes such as E-waste,
batteries, catalysts, …

Recycling steps Controlled
deposit

Clean slag Clean
water

Clean
off-gas

Acids Precious metals:
Ag, Au, Pt,
Pd, Rh, Ir 

Based special
metals:

Pb, Zn, Cu, Ni, Sb,
Sn, Bi, Se, In

E-WASTE 

THE RAW MATERIAL OF THE FUTURE
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Solutions in electronic scrap
recycling - UrbanGold Technology
Waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE) – 
also referred to as electronic waste or E-waste – is one 
of the fastest growing waste streams. It’s increasing 
by 3-5 % per year. More than 40 million t of WEEE are 
collected each year – not including the amounts that are 
landfilled or incinerated.

Recycling efforts usually focus on the most valuable 
types, for example: printed circuit boards. Lower quality 
material is barely considered and hardly ever recycled. 
Yet it’s still a source of valuable and critical raw 
materials (CRMs). UrbanGold Technology provides a 
solution for proper metallurgical treatment of all non-
ferrous qualities of WEEE material – including the lowest 
qualities. Mettop is shareholder of UrbanGold GmbH.

Mechanical
pre-treatment
E-scrap/WEEE

Collection

Manufacturing

Product use

Waste

Cell phones, TVs, fridges …

Gold, silver, copper …

WEEE concentrate

Metallurgy: 
smelting and
refining

 High-energy noble reactor “HENRI”
 Superior bath smelting vessel
 Innovatively cooled lower furnace

 “powered by Mettop ILTEC”
 Super-efficient reduction process
 Multi-stage post combustion
 Optimized waste heat usage
 Latest off-gas treatment
 Simple maintenance

 Spent printed circuit boards (PCBs) 
 and waste from the production of 
 PCBs

 Non-ferrous and precious metals  
 containing shredder fractions and 
 shredder residues

 Sorted non-ferrous and precious 
 metals containing components
 and modules

 Non-ferrous and precious metals 
 containing residues, slimes, slags, 
 and dusts

50%
UrbanGold Technology

processes secondary raw
materials with up to 50 %

organic contents

Treatment of fractions 
from WEEE by…

…using a highly optimized 
smelting vessel…

…embedded in a process 
focused on precious metals
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You already know we supply engineering as well as 
equipment and plants. Yet you can also contact us for these 
services:

 Feasibility studies for new process lines
 Development of OPEX minimization strategies
 Planning and supply of complete plants
 De-bottlenecking studies, plant logistics,

 process modelling
 Product optimization programs
 Environmental studies
 Maintenance planning
 Commissioning planning
 Product change and enlargement
 Consulting 
 Financial and comparative studies

DR. IRIS FILZWIESER

STUDIES
FOR YOUR
SOLUTIONS

Benefit from our experience and know-how! That give us 
the expertise necessary to compile customized training 
courses for you – whatever your field is.

LET KNOWLEDGE GROW  YOUR COMPANY

We offer you hands-on workshops designed for metal 
producers who want to draw on our specialist expertise. 
Our seminars systematically merge basic knowledge and 
in-depth competence. As a participant, you learn a broad 
range of applied know-how and thorough understanding of 
the plants and processes in the metallurgical industry.

TRAINING
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Revamping plants is challenging because of the nature 
of brownfield design. It requires the lowest possible 
downtime during revamping as well as adaptation of 
the existing plant environment. Our intelligent solutions 
achieve higher production levels while retaining the 
approximate dimensions of both your furnace and your 
plant. It’s also possible to boost production with intelligent 
logistical improvements and charging patterns.

The following options are available to you for 
boosting your plant efficiency

 Process optimization
 Modified charging mix and quantities
 Improvement of cooling systems and

 refractory linings
 Charging system and infrastructure optimization
 Furnace enlargement
 Installation of heat recovery systems
 Productivity increase
 Safety and environmental issues
 Change in product(s)
 Upgrade of data recording and automation system
 Installation of purging plugs or burners

We have accumulated extensive experience which 
enables us to effectively revamp and optimize units 
in the shortest time. Wherever the situation is more 
complex we can take 3D scans of your existing plant. 

YOU BENEFIT FROM

 Strong reference record in vessel revamps
 Solid expertise in dismantling and erection
 Tuning kits available for burners, purging systems,  

 cooling systems, etc.
 In-depth lining know-how
 Accurate planning and high degree of

 pre-fabrication for less downtime

SOLUTIONS IN REVAMPS
AND PLANT MODERNIZATION
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Turnkey expertise
The SMS turnkey department is noted for its high 
expertise in planning and supplying complete plants 
of any size – for ferroalloys, non-ferrous metals, 
and more all over the world. As a leading partner in 
consortiums or as plant planning specialists, SMS offers 
you comprehensive know-how and a wide spectrum 
of services. The technical services cover everything, 
from the planning and project phase to the handover of 
your turnkey plant. They also provide engineering for 
individual plant sections that are later combined with 
other units to build an optimally designed complete 
plant. The commercial services include international 
financing as well as organizational services.

SMS coordinates all activities in each phase of project 
planning and order handling to ensure dependable 
performance of every contract. SMS has implemented 
many projects as an EPC/EPCM contractor, applying the 
following business concepts:

 Business concept 1: Core equipment delivery
 Business concept 2: Turnkey equipment delivery
 Business concept 3: Business concept 2 + local  

 engineering by SMS, procurement and construction 
 by customer with SMS assistance
 Business concept 4: Business concept 3 + local  

 civil engineering and construction engineering
 by SMS

Financing
SMS group also supports you with tailor-made financing 
plans. Over recent decades, SMS has gained an excellent 
reputation among international banks and ECAs as a 
reliable and highly skilled business partner. What’s 
more, they are now one of the leading exporters under 
the Export Credit Agency Scheme of various countries 
(Germany [EULER HERMES], Switzerland [SERV], Italy 
[SACE], Luxembourg [ODL], Belgium [OND], etc.). The 
experienced team of financial consultants assembles 
attractive multi-sourcing financing schemes based on 
export credit agency cover, long-term financing periods, 
and attractive interest rate levels based on fixed or 
floating interest rates. Usually, financing is available in 
EUR.

Financing in other currencies such as USD can be 
discusses upon request. The support starts with the first 
negotiation rounds and ends with project finalization. 
It includes consulting, structuring, arranging, and 
coordination for dealing with potential lending banks and 
ECAs, applications to ECAs, assistance with handling and 
reviewing loan agreements, plus discussion of financial 
models. It’s vital for this kind of project financing that 
you can rely on a well-trained team of export and trade 
specialists as well as an effective network of contacts 
with banks and ECAs.

Please feel free to contact the SMS group anytime for 
further information: jens.haupt@sms-group.com

VARIOUS 

BUSINESS MODELS AVAILABLE
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Innovation in  Cooling Technology 

Are you ready for additional ideas that help you 
compete and succeed?

Here you can access a wealth of up-to-date 
information.

Brochures

 PolyMet Solutions brochure
 2015 Annual Report of SMS group
 Mettop general brochure

More Information

Downloads are available to you at
www.polymet-solutions.com
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Innovation in Cooling Technology
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Competitive solutions
for your profit
POLYMET SOLUTIONS AT A GLANCE

 Full-liner competencies for complete non-ferrous metals plants
 Highly innovative solutions combined with proven technologies
 Best process technology with in-house refractory engineering in 3D
 Unique pool of know-how on processes, refractories, and cooling

 for best furnace integrity and plant efficiency
 Studies for project development or plant optimization
 Project financing support
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“The information provided in this brochure contains a general description of the performance characteristics of the products concerned. 

The actual products may not always have these characteristics as described and, in particular, these may change as a result of further 

developments of the products. The provision of this information is not intended to have and will not have legal effect. An obligation to deliver 

products having particular characteristics shall only exist if expressly agreed in the terms of the contract.”



PolyMet Solutions GmbH
Peter-Tunner-Strasse 4

8700 Leoben, Austria
Phone: +43 3842 81 787

nonferrous@polymet-solutions.com 
www.polymet-solutions.com

PURE PASSION - FOR YOUR PROFIT
P O L Y M E T  S O L U T I O N S  G M B H
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